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Rep. Tim Walz, DFL-Minn., discusses issues the U.S. is facing in Afghanistan on Friday during a Town
Hall meeting in Somsen Auditorium.

Gen. McChrystal, in charge of Afghanistan operation, strategy: up to 40,000 more troops
Stafani Schmidt
Winonan

Afghanistan can seem like a
world away. And it is.
As Minnesota's 1 Congressional
District Representative Tim
Walz puts it, "the last centralized
government they had was
Alexander the Great."

The Afghanistan war was the main
topic of discussion at Congressman
Walz's recent town hall meeting in
Winona State University's Somsen
Auditorium Friday, Oct. 9.
At the meeting, Walz explained
that we have put ourselves at a
point where the Taliban is more
powerful than ever because "we
focused on the insurgents instead

of the people."
According to Walz, Gen.
McChrystal, who is in charge of the
operation, has a strategy in which
he needs 10,000 to 40,000 more
troops.
Other than McChrystal's troops,
countries that are a part of NATO
are also contributing their

See WALZ, page 5
www.winona.edu/winonan
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Lab dedicated to retired Winona State professor
Exercises Physiology Lab in Maxwell dedicated to retired Winona State University professor Randy Miller
Brendan Moore

Physiology Lab, said Nelson,
will be used to study such
Winonan
things as what goes on inside
A new addition has been the human body during
added to the facilities of exercise and what the body is
the Health Exercise and capable of.
"We've been waiting a while
Rehabilitative Sciences
for
a facility like this," said
Department in Maxwell Hall.
On Oct. 2, an open house Miller. As a former member
was held in Maxwell Hall to of Winona State's faculty for
dedicated the new Exercises more than 32 years, Miller
Physiology Lab to retired has also been described as a
Winona State University visionary and a pioneer. During
professor Randy Miller. A his career at Winona State the
speech given during the contributions made by Miller
open house by Professor and have helped reconstruct and
Chairperson of the Health make the Health Exercise
Exercise and Rehabilitative and Rehabilitative Sciences
Science Dr. Shellie Nelson, department into what it is
described Miller as a driven today. Nelson said Miller was
and passionate individual with, instrumental in creating the
what Nelson called, a "Get`er department.
"A lot of our faculty had
done" type attitude.
"He's a great guy and he's visions and dreams for what
easy to work with," said Mary this department could be," said
Pecarina, the Depaitment Miller.
Before Millers retirement in
of Health Exercise and
2006,
the Department of Health
Rehabilitative Sciences office
manager. The new Exercise Exercise and Rehabilitation

y .

Jake RajewskyNVinonan
Maxwell room 376, dedicated to Dr. Randy Miller, holds several pieces of equipment used to
for exercise science research.

Sciences was located in Miller described, space was compared to a broom closest. It
Memorial Hall along with a running out. Nelson said the was not until May 2008
few other departments, and as size of their facilities could be
See EXERCISE, page 6

Professor receives award for travel study work
Amanda Rehrauer

students traveled to Shanghai
during the summers of 2007
and 2008.
There the students spent
Gabriel Manrique, professor
a
week learning from the
at Winona State University,
president
of Fastenal in
accepted an award of $500
Shanghai
and
toured the
for innovative travel study
programs Oct. 5 in Chicago, Ill. facilities.
For the Brazil program,
Manrique said that out of 29
Manrique
was in close contact
programs, three were chosen to
with
Steve
Blue, CEO of Miller
win this award.
Felpax.
The two programs allowed
The company makes parts
students the opportunity to
for
railroads and does frequent
travel to Rio de Janeiro and
business
with a partner
Shanghai, and won awards for
company
in
Rio
de Janeiro.
the idea of sending students
Blue
said
the
students also
abroad to see how local
spent
a
week
in
the
city and did
businesses do business in
foreign countries: Brazil and almost as much sight-seeing as
they did learning.
China.
designed the
Manrique
Though the programs are
program
to
give
students the
not connected in material,
opportunity
to
learn
to samba,
they are connected by the
experience
the
Brazilian
award-winning idea of local
partnerships and applying them Carnaval, and see major
landmarks as well as touring
to international companies.
Two different groups of businesses there.
Winonan
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Blue said that the students
noted many differences
between Brazil and the United
States, both in terms of culture
and economy.
He said that it took a long
time to build a relationship with
his partner due to differences in
business approaches.
Brazil is much more relaxed,
more honest and yet less
trusting, he said. "It took a long
time to build that relationship."
Due to the large gap in
development in terms of
technology between Brazil
and the U.S., Blue said that
the partnership between his
company and the one in Brazil
works well.
He said that his partner
company makes parts that are
too expensive or that he is
unable to make due to stricter
laws in the U.S., while he
makes parts that his partner is
unable to make due to a lack of

technology.
He said that the partnership
benefits both ends of the deal.
"The parts go together like
peanut butter and jelly," Blue
said.
When he found out that the
program won an award, Blue
said he thought Manrique
deserved it.
"This was not an easy
program to put together. My
part was probably the easiest.
I know Brazil like the back of
my hand, I know the business
environment down there very
wel," Blue Said. "His part
was putting all of the social
programs together, the cultural
experiences; he had them in a
university down there... he had
the tougher of the two jobs."
Manrique said he planned the
program with students in mind.
"Students can go anywhere
in the world we can take them.
But it's more meaningful if they

can see how a local company
does business in another part of
the world," he said.
Manrique is also planning
to take two more groups of
students to London and Turkey
next year.
Though the programs will
not focus on local companies
abroad, as the Brazil and China
programs did, they will still
focus on international business
and economy.

Contact Amanda at
ARehrauer06@winona.edu

The persistance o
Jenn Holt

Winonan
Last
week
Assistant
Professor James Bowey gave a
presentation for Winona State
University's CLASP lecture
series that discussed global
food shortage.
He spoke about the persistence
of world hunger and global food
poverty.
Bowey covered statistics
about hunger and poverty and
how they are interrelated.
"I don't know about you, but
no one is talking about this,"
Bowey said. "Hunger and
malnutrition is the number one
risk to health worldwide."
When Bowey was in
Bosnia covering the war as
a photojournalist, he made a
promise to several widows that
he would return to America and
tell their stories so they would
not be forgotten.
"The refugees in Bosnia
waited at a school for the
United Nations trucks to arrive
with help," Bowey said. "There
was no electricity, windows,
water, sewers, or food. In just
a matter of hours you could see
how the lack of food begins to
affect people."
The presentation showed
that 1.02 billion people are
undernourished, which is a 100
million increase over the past

year. 1 in 6 people don't get
enough food for basic health,
which is the highest ratio in
human history.
"The green revolution has
created a sense the problem
has been solved," Bowey
said. "Shipping grain to poor
countries in the form of food
aid undermines markets in
developing countries. The focus
going forward needs to be in
agricultural development."
So how does . hunger become
a priority? Bowey said he
believes a transition needs to
happen from statistics to people.
"It's easy to read and ignore
statistics, especially when
people are all consumed in the
Bears, Vikings and Packers,"
Bowey said.
When the United States
invaded Iraq, a common belief
that it was not the United States'
problem to try and solve Iraq's
problems, so the question raised
asks why the United States
should put forth effort in this
arena.
Associate Professor Michael
Bowler of the Global Studies
department at Winona State said
if we do not bring people out of
poverty, they do not provide
markets for our goods and they
could support terrorism.
"Not only are the solutions to
poverty within and outside the
United States the same, but the

hunger

creation of jobs for poor people
in the U.S. depends on a revived
global economy," Bowler said.
In the Iraq situation, some
Iraqi's refused any U.S. help.
"But how many desperately
poor and hungry people are
likely to refuse help?" Bowler
said. "Do you really want to
spend the rest of your lifetime
watching starving people die
on the evening news as you eat
dinner? How will you and your
family deal with that?
Bowey also is active in
Assignment Global, a website
where students blog from
different parts of the world and
tell the stories of the people in
their surroundings.
Assignment Global aims
to interconnect the issues of
globalization, sustainability and
poverty by tracking relevant
news and ideas on these issues.
"It's not a depressing thing,
connecting yourself to the rest
of the world," Bowey said.
Jake Rajewsky/VVinonan
"Connecting yourself to the
experiences of other people Winona State University Mass Communication professor
James Bowey gives a speech on Wednesday about
enriches you."
worldwide hunger in Stark Hall.

Contact Jenn at
JHolt6253@winona.edu
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Homecoming
brings trouble
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Over the weekend, 61 arrests were made by Winona law
enforcement for alcohol violations. Of the 61 arrests, 43
were students.

Caitlin Johnson
Winonan
weekend
Homecoming
is a weekend filled with
excitement, entertainment, and
relaxation. It is also a weekend
filled with partying. This past
homecoming weekend was no
exception.
Donald Walski, Winona State
University director of security,
said there were multiple party
situations over the weekend.
Walski said that on-campus
security dealt with two drug
violations, a noise violation, a
disorderly conduct violation
and eight separate alcohol
violations. Over the weekend,

4 • News

61 arrests were made by
Winona law enforcement for
alcohol violations. Of the 61
arrests, 43 were students.
John Ferden, senior advisor of
Student Life and Development
and director of Conduct and
Student Citizenship, works
with students who receive off
campus violations.
Ferden said the procedures
for dealing with on campus
violations are very similar to
those of off-campus violations.
He said the police have been
out in heavy numbers during
some weekends this year that
he refers to as 'saturation'
weekends. This is because of

See WSU, page 6
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Flu kits to become available to students soon
Alyssa Homan
Winonan

In a recent all-student email
from the Pandemic Influenza
Response Committee it was
stated, "The H1N1 virus
appears no more virulent or
severe than most seasonal flus."
However, Winona State
University is taking the H1N1
threat quite seriously in its
encouragement for students to
be more health conscientious.
Winona State has
been promoting wellness

tips everywhere on campus by
any means possible: through
posters in the bathroom stalls,
increased hand sanitizer
availability, and the most
recent initiative, the assembly
of a student flu kit.
In a development hosted
by the Student Senate,
namely the Student Services
and Community Affairs
committees, there has been
a decision to make a
kit available to
students in the
hopes of

stifling the spread of H1N1.
With the aid of Health
Services, the contents of the
flu kits were decided and
will include the following:
hand sanitizer, tissues, saltine
crackers, chicken noodle soup,
a thermometer, two bottles of
water, powdered Gatorade mix,
and more tips for students on
how to keep healthy.
All of these items will
be contained in a plastic
Winona State bookstore bag or
something similar.
"Originally we were going
to contain vitamin C [daily
tablets] in the kits, but Health
services instead suggested
substituting the water and
Gatorade packets," Senator
Jack Linehan noted,
"It'll help persuade
students to keep their
fluid intake up."
Chartwells has
generously offered
to donate 800 bottles
of water toward the
cause, but further
donations are still
needed to complete
the flu kits.
Senate committee
members are asking for
contributions from local stores
and markets such as Wal-Mart,
Hy-Vee, and Goltz's Pharmacy.

"The more donations we can
get from outside sources the
better," stated Linehan.
To encourage local vendors
to donate, the committee
members talked about
allowing the stores to have
advertisements or coupons in
the kits as well.
To start out, there will be
400 flu kits made and will
be available free of charge
to students. If they are a hit,
the Senate said they would
be happy to accommodate
students with more.
"We want to help students,
but we don't want to
overcompensate," Senator
Brignull commented, "You'd
be surprised at how many
people actually say no to free
things; they think there's a
catch."
As for when the flu kits will
be available, the committees
decided having them out by
Nov. 1 is the most realistic
deadline.
The main reason is they
still need to collect all of the
necessary items and donations,
as well as allotting for the time
to assemble the kits.
Dispersal of the kits is still
a discussion point among the
committees. The thought is
to have a 'flu kit' table and to

WALZ
own soldiers but as Walz
mentioned, some nations are
planning to' bring their troops
home from Afghanistan due to
the lack of funds to cover the
insurgency.
Walz also believes we need
to "start focusing on Pakistan"
because, as the CIA World Fact
Book states, this country is
six times the size of Iraq and
Afghanistan and twice the size
of Iran.
Pakistan is also nuclear
armed and has almost 180
million people.
As Walz states, some of
Afghanistan's problems are
the many ethnic and religious

have students show their I.D.
to obtain a kit, but one thing is
certain: any student who wants
a flu kit is more than welcome.
Their purpose is after all for
the students.
"If students want more than
one, then at least it shows that
they're taking initiative against
the virus," Linehan offered,
"and if it's just for the free
soup, at least it's doing their
body some good."

Contact Alyssa at
AHoman08@winona.edu

Continued from page 1
groups that occupy that area.
80 percent of the country is
Sunni and 19 percent is Shia.
As we saw in Iraq, these two
different sects of the Islam faith
have had issues almost since
the beginging of their religion.
Another problem in
Afghanistan mentioned at the
meeting by Walz is Al-Qaeda.
As The United States
government found after the
attack, the events of September
11, 2001 were perpetrated by
Al-Qaida. It was also confirmed
that this group was responsible
for the attacks that happened in
London and Madrid since then.
Since
Congressman

Walz came to the Winona
State campus, students and
community members in and
around Winona were able to
voice their opinions and ask
questions about a range of
topics.
One Winona State alum who
was able to participate was
former Winona State President
of the Student Association,
David Obray who was elected
Soldier of the Year in 2008.
Walz stated that Obray
"is the soldier of the year in
America, not just Minnesota."
Obray started off the meeting
by introducing Walz to the
audience.

Others were able to contribute
by asking the congressman
questions or making comments.
Member of the Rochester
community Bill Rood said,
in response to some of
the strategies of General
McChrystal outlined by
Walz, "we need to do things
differently." Rood also stated
that we cannot expect our
soldiers to become accustomed
to the Islamic culture "after 20
years of living in a Christian
society."
Rood firmly believes that
we need to focus more on our
own country and what's going
on here such as the health care

debate.
According to Walz, "congress
doesn't send the troops, the
commander in chief does"
and the voice of the American
people will be heard before
more United States troops are
sent to Afghanistan.
A Winona State student
that was with the College
Republicans replied to Rood's
comment by saying that "If we
lose in Afghanistan, we won't
be talking about health care,
we'll be talking about a nuclear
holocaust."
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EXERCISE
that the depai tment moved into
their own space on the third
floor of Maxwell Hall.
The other major contribution
Miller has made to Winona
State is the creating of the
Cardiac Rehabilitation
program.
A collaboration between
Winona State and local clinics
and hospitals, the program has
developed clinical practices
and created internships for
students majoring in Health

WSU

Continued from page 2
Exercises and Rehabilitative
Sciences.
According to Miller, the
fact that it brought hospitals
together for the purpose of
cardiopulmonary services is
the most beneficial effect of the
program.
Specifically the program was
created by Miller in 1978 after
his father sustained a heart
attack.
"I wanted to help but there
wasn't a lot of research on the

Continued from page 4

the grant they received to help parties with everyone being 21
cut down on partying.
and older on homecoming."
When someone is arrested
Dill said he did notice a much
off campus they pay their larger police presence this year
fine given to them by law than he has in previous years.
enforcement, Ferden said.
Ferden said that most of the
Then they meet with him.
students that get caught for
They have to complete minor consumption or loud
community service with a parties are not bad people.
not-for-profit organization off
"Most will never get caught
campus because their violation again," Ferden said. "They are
occurred off campus.
just experimenting but a few
Those that receive a violation cause a lot of disturbance."
on campus have to perform
community service on campus.
Ferden said both groups Contact Caitlin at
have to attend some type of CJJohnso0122@winona.edu
educational class and complete
a reflection paper.
Renters Can Rely On
Each case is handled on an
individual process.
Ferden said
violations
during homecoming this year
compared to last year seemed
about the same.
"We might be slightly ahead
of what we saw last year,"
Ferden said. "That is because
of the 'saturation' weekends."
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Kevin Dill, a fourth year
& SALES
Broadcasting major at Winona
Main St & Broadway
State, said it was hard for
him to speak positively or
A Great Place for Off
negatively about the numbers
of police out on homecoming.
Campus Students
"Fundamentally the police
to Live!
are just trying to make sure
that everyone says safe," Dill
said. "It seemed they were out
to stop minor drinking, but I do
not know how effective that can
be when there are legitimate
wmtweativermanagementcom

507-452-8808

IT IMP,

HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
enutikrnsitbd.corn

6 •News

subject so I got interested,"
said Miller.
While the program was slow
in taking off due to funding, by
1983 the program had an EKG
machine and they were able to
better monitor their subjects.
In addition during his visit
to Winona State Miller and his
wife, Gloria, appeared as the
Grand Marshals in this year's
homecoming parade.
"The weather wasn't all that
great, but it was a real honor

nonetheless," said Miller.
Now enjoying his retirement
Miller spends his time hunting,
fishing, reading and traveling.
"I miss the contact that I had
with student and faculty," said
Miller.

Contact Brendan at
BMoore08@winona.edu

FALL EMPLOYMENT
Great Pay
All Majors Welcome
Scholarships & Internships
Conditions Apply
Flexible Schedules, FT/PT
Customer Sales/Service
Conditions Apply

Call (608) 783-0508

Congratulations
Winona State Chapter
New Member
Induction
Ceremony
Date: October

20, 2009
Time: 2:00 PM
Location:
Performing
Arts Center
Recital Hall
Rm. 146

The National Soceity of Collegiate
Scholars congratulates the Winona State
University chapter for attaining Platinum
STAR status
11 Dupont Circle NW, Suite 650
Washington, DC 20036

What's Happening Around Winona State...
Wednesday
Career Fair

Time: Noon to 4 p.m.
Date: Oct. 14
Place: McCown Gym
Contact: Vicki Decker
VDecker@winona.edu

Turkey Travel Study
Information Session

Time: 3 p.m.
Date: Oct. 14
Place: Somsen Hall Room 327
Contact: Gabriel Manrique
GManrique@winona.edu

Saturday
Winona Farmers Market
Goes to College

Time: 7:30 a.m. to Noon
Date: Oct. 17
Place: Winona State University
Contact: Andrea Mikkelsen
AMikkelsen@winona.edu

Sunday
Warrior soccer vs.
Concordia, St. Paul

Time: 1 p.m.
Date: Oct. 18
Place: Maxwell Field
Contact: Mike Herzberg
MHerzberg@winona.edu

Thursday
Breast Cancer
Awareness Fundraiser

Time: 7 p.m.
Date: Oct. 15
Place: McCown Gym
Contact: Lauren Mikula
LRMikula6798@winona.edu
THAD: "Two by Two"

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Date: Oct. 15
Place: Performing Arts Center
Main Stage
Contact: Peggy Sannerud
PSannerud@winona.edu

Friday
Family Weekend

Time: All Day
Date: Oct. 16
Place: Winona State University
Contact: Joe Reed
JReed@winona.edu

Warrior Volleyball vs.
Wayne State, NE

Time: 7 p.m.
Date: Oct. 16
Place: McCown Gym
Contact: Mike Herzberg
MHerzberg@winona.edu

Monday

Tuesday

"Faces of Our Farmers"
Photography Exhibit

University Improvement Day

Time: All Day
Date: Oct. 19
Place: Science Laboratory Center
Room: Atrium
Contact: Tom van der Linden
vande650@umn.edu
Mindfulness Meditation
Practice Group

Time: Noon to 1 p.m.
Date: Oct. 19
Place: Memorial Hall
Room: 300 - Dance Studio
Contact: Gretchen Cohenour
GCohenour@winona.edu

Time: All Day
Date: Oct. 20
Place: Winona State University
Labs and classes meeting once
a week will meet as scheduled.
Classes meeting before 3:30
p.m. are cancelled.
Observatory Public Nights

Time: 8 to 10 p.m.
Date: Oct. 20
Place: Minne Hall
Winona State Observatory
Contact: Jennifer Anderson
JLAnderson@winona.edu
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OPINION/EDITORIAL

One-liners can't solve the health care debate
Brian Sanders

Winonan
The most important political
issue of the day seems to be
health care reform. It has
progressives up in arms over
potential subsidies for health
insurance companies or lack
of a public option, and it has
conservatives up in arms over
everything.
The primary concern seems
to be the problem of having
more government interference
in our lives, contrasted with the
idea that health care is a human
right that ought to be provided.
"I don't want Uncle Sam
involved with my daily
activities," conservatives
mutter as they turn on the
television powered by
electricity from the public
power company regulated by

the U.S. Department of Energy,
tuning into an FCC-regulated
TV channel's weather report
provided by NASA with
satellites created and built by
NASA.
"Government bureaucracies
can't do anything right,"
they complain as they
drive on a road built by the
Department of Transportation
in a vehicle approved by the
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration,
burning gasoline at a level
of quality determined by the
Environmental Protection
Agency.
"Taxes are always wasted,"
they say after taking a drink of
water cleaned by a municipal
water utility, before depositing
any mail that will be carried to
its recipient by the U.S. Postal
Service.
"The free market should

control
everything," they
pontificate over a bowl of
cereal inspected by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
before taking pills certified
by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration.
Regular readers of Reddit
or Digg will notice that this
idea was borrowed and lifted
from a blog entry, but it is an
important point that seems
so often overlooked — the
government is already involved
in providing or regulating
so many services that we as
Americans, or as students at
Winona State, generally value.
I often hear rhetoric like,
"Do you want the same people
handling your health care that
handled Katrina?" which is such
a fallacious point that it should
not even need to be addressed.
Sure, the government fails,
but so does the market. Sure,

Hurricane Katrina was an
emergency situation that was
poorly controlled, but our
government is involved in
helping regulate or provide
many services that operate well
enough (see above).
Likewise, it is a poor point
to state that the government
should control health care
simply because it is a human
right and the public ought to be
providing it.
It is the same simplistic
flawed argument that
conservatives make by arguing
the government should never
be involved: Why should the
government attempt to provide
health care if they will do a
terrible job at it?
The real discussion needs
to stop being at the level of
whether or not it is in the
government's job description
to provide health care. The

merits of different bills and
different ideas are what
should be discussed. Will the
public option help cover more
people at a lower price? Can
health care reform reduce
inefficiencies while promoting
excellent health care services?
Will this bankrupt us?
It seems lots of people are
asking the right questions and
discussing the beneficial or
harmful parts of health care
reform, but the loud tea party
protestors and angry liberals
seem to be the voices I hear the
most, with the least data to back
up their opinions. Someone
help me with some real data!

Contact Brian at
BPSanders06@winona.edu

10 reasons to love the dollar store, including bang-age for your buck-age
Katie Boone

Winonan
10. Cleaning supplies — I
buy all my cleaning supplies at
the dollar store. You can usually
find name-brand items, and
you save quite a bit by buying
them at the dollar store. This
includes dish soap, window
cleaner and even towels.
9. Air fresheners — I don't
want to pay very much to make
my car smell good. I also don't
want to spend a fortune making
my bedroom smell like I bake
cookies in there. The dollar
store offers air fresheners for
every room, and you won't
break the bank. Sure, they're
not designer scents, but it's
hard to screw up vanilla.
8. Bathroom Essentials —
Everyone uses cotton balls.
You use them, your grandma
uses them, and the president

uses them. Why pay more than
you have to for them? They
have a million and one uses,
from makeup removal to craft
projects. Nail polish remover
is also a great buy at the dollar
store. The kind that our local
store offers is the best I have
ever used. It's cheap and
tough, just like Jean Claude
Van Damme.
7. Kitchen Junk — Need
some plastic baggies? The
dollar store has them. Need
some cups? Got them. Need
a spatula? You're covered.
If you need gadgets for your
kitchen, look no further than
the dollar store. Sure, it isn't
going to last forever, but why
would you want it to? If
you want cheap, you have to
sacrifice some longevity. Why
would you really want to keep
your ice cream scoop forever,
anyway?
6. Presents — You know
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you've done it. You forgot
someone's birthday, and you
ran to the dollar store and got
them something. It's nothing
to be ashamed of, we all do it.
You can find fun little gifts in
the toy section, body products,
and even glow-in-the-dark
items to give as last-minute
gifts. You don't even need to
go to a different store to buy
the wrapping. They have bags,
tissue paper, and everything
required to wrap a gift right
there. They even have cards.
Nothing says I love you like a
card from the dollar store.
5. Balloons — Most dollar
stores offer helium balloons.
They have a variety of
patterns, so you aren't limited
to birthdays. Having a bad
day? Buy yourself a balloon.
You will feel better almost
immediately, especially if you
walk around campus and see
people jealous of your balloon.

They don't need to know it was
only a dollar.
4. Decorations — They may
not be the most classy, but the
dollar store has the stuffto make
your home go from drab to
almost fab. One of my favorite
things there is the wall stickers.
They make bathrooms look
more fun, and they peel right
off. They are also great in the
kitchen to decorate cupboards.
3. Seasonal Supplies —
The dollar store offers holiday
decorations and other seasonal
supplies for people who don't
want to pay much for some
cheer. They have window
clings, wreaths, garlands, and
other decorations for just about
every holiday. They even have
some tree decorations. Your
place can be all decked out for
every holiday, and no one will
know that you didn't spend
very much.
2. Candy — You don't have

to pay theater prices for candy
when you go see a movie. With
a trip to the dollar store and a
big enough purse, you will
have enough to last through
the previews. With Halloween
coming up, you can supply
your trick-or-treaters without
going broke or getting your
house toilet papered.
1. It Doesn't Make Me
Feel Broke — The dollar
store is the only place I can
go and know that I can afford
whatever I want. I could have
a whole basket full of items and
not have to worry about my
checking account. It's nice to
make a purchase and not stress
about how much you spent. I
feel like someone who isn't
broke when I shop at the dollar
store.
Contact Katie at
KLBoone6555@winona.edu

Home is where the heart is...
And also the kitchen, living room, bedroom...
Alyx Minor
Winonan
As the cliche goes, "home is
where the heart is." Currently,
my heart is 260 miles southeast
in northern Illinois. But it's not
only where my heart lies, it's
my home itself.
Allowing myself weekends
here and there to head home
and visit my family is fantastic,
as many would agree. My
parents and sister are my best
friends, and seeing my dogs is
heartwarming, though we're
convinced one has the memory
span of a goldfish.
Aside from my family,
the house itself is a reason to
be there. It's so much bigger
than my apartment in Winona,
and there's more liveliness,
too. The dogs are constantly
playing, barking and
distributing their fur all over
the house. Phones are ringing
and TVs are blaring, people
are yelling and talking.
There's so much food at
home! I can't believe we have
a pantry so big, and I wish I
could take it back to Winona
with me. Though I can't say I
get a home-cooked meal every
.

night there, there are leftovers
and snacks and all sorts of
items I can't afford at school.
There's also more than
one bathroom! Granted, we
went a little overboard in this
house. It's only five years old,
and my parents designed it
themselves. Five bathrooms
is a little much, I guess, but
every family member plus a
guest has a toilet available, day
or night!
I have my own bathroom!
I can leave my makeup on
the counter, I can make it as
dirty as I want, and it's all
my responsibility. That may
be glorifying the bathroom
a little, but regardless, it's
mine and has all my toiletries
stowed in it. To clarify, I
have my own sink and toilet,
as does my sister. She and I
share a shower, which is in the
middle of our two bathrooms.
It's called a Jack and Jill bath,
and is very convenient when
conversing with my sister or
inviting myself into her room
unannounced.
I have a large bedroom
attached to my bathroom! Well,
almost anything's bigger than

an apartment-sized bedroom.
And I can't say that I don't
have a nice bed in Winona
either, cause I do. A brandnew queen-size one, actually.
But there's something about
the one at home... it's always
there, waiting for me. It's right
where I left it, complete with
a layer of dog hair for added
warmth and insulation.
I have a walk-in closet!
It has no space for any new
clothes or boxes of old things.
The shelf may just come off
the wall sometime soon, I've
got so many things stacked
on it. Moving five years ago
never meant I had to unpack
anything, after all. It just meant
I had a big closet to store it in.
I have a living room in the
basement! It has a sliding door.
In high school, this meant
coming or going at hours not
agreeable to my parents, had
they been awake. Now, it
means that I don't have to walk
upstairs to let the dogs in or out
from the backyard.
This basement living room
has a mini kitchen! Well,
a microwave and a fridge.
Sometime, we may get a sink

and cabinetry, too. This means
that my sister and I will have
our own apartments in the
basement (where our rooms
are), and will never have to
wander upstairs at all.
I have a library! OK, that's
not only an exaggeration,
but an extreme one. We
have a book room. There's a
comfortable leather armchair
and an impressive bookshelf
with a large collection of books
spanning the genres.
I have an office! Well, my
dad has an office. Perhaps the
most important feature of the
house, the office is where my
dad runs the business. In the
summer, I act as secretary and
marketing department for the
business.
I have an impressive kitchen,
which is easily the heart of the
home! This is the first room I
come into when I visit home,
and it's the last room I leave
before I head back to Winona.
It's where I start my day and
end my visits, and it's where
I'll be this weekend, with my
family and all the dog hair.
Contact Alyx at
AQMinor5208@winona.edu

ALLY C ORRECr Kimberly Sisson
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Men playing the roles of William Fielder and George Hillyer speak to a group during the annual Woodlawn Cemetery Discovery Walk Sunday. Both men
were casket makers and undertakers in the 1920s and 1930s in Winona.

161 C. llT. DOWNTOWN

Mani MINNESOTA

(507) 454-3452
WWW.REDWINGTA1700.COM
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Molly Schelper
Winonan
Prominent businessmen of
Winona from the 1920's and
1930's were brought to life in
the eleventh annual Woodlawn
Cemetery Walk on Oct. 10 and
11, sponsored by the Winona
County Historical Society.
Woodlawn Cemetery is the
area's oldest cemetery and was
established in 1862. Currently
55 of the 200 acres are in use,
containing approximately
27,000 grave sites.
Men and women dressed in
period costumes, staying true
to their characters,while guides

led groups throughout the
cemetery.
There were five writers and
50 performers involved in
the production. There were
eight different stations with
13 individuals and families
represented.
William Fiedler moved to
Winona in 1894. Along with
his brother, Henry, he opened
the Winona Casket Company
in 1901, expanding several
times over the years. The
business closed in 1933 after
William died. His son William
re-opened the business in 1935,
but sold it in 1937.

George Hillyer moved to
Winona in 1872. He worked in
his father's furniture, upholstery
and undertaking business.
The George Hillyer Furniture
Company was incorporated
into general undertaking in
1910. After George's death in
1923, his son Willard ran the
business. In 1941 the company
and the Hillyer Funeral Parlor
were sold.
Charlotte Fort was born and
raised in Winona.

See GHOST, page 13
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Guest Reviewer: Versati e Car li e
Katie Boone

Winonan
If you are a fan of music
that jumps genres, prepare to
have your mind blown. Brandi
Carlile's third studio album
"Give Up the Ghost" (released
October 6, 2009) jumps from
acoustic to country to rock in
one album. With it's great
span of emotion and tone,
"Give Up the Ghost" suits any
mood or situation.
Although she has not been
on the national music scene
very long, Carlile has made
an impact on the music world.
Her song "The Story" was
featured in GM commercials
during the Beijing Olympics.
She has also had several songs
featured on "Grey's Anatomy"
and "Private Practice". Her
first album was self-titled and
released in 2005, followed in
2007 by "The Story".
"Give Up the Ghost" starts
out on a cheerful note with
"Touching the Ground." It is
folksy and upbeat, and keeps
your toe tapping. "Dying Day"
is bluesy and fast-paced. She
is pleading her case for her
lover to come back, and you
definitely feel her pain.
My favorite song on the
album was "Caroline". It was
old school country, and the
beat inspired me to do a jig. It
is one of Carlile's rare songs
to include drums and backup
singers. The chorus was stuck
in my head for quite a while,
and it wasn't until the third or
so time I had listened it to this I
noticed that none other than Sir
Elton John sings backup. Wow.

To work with someone as big
as Sir Elton is impressive,
especially for an artist who
hasn't reached mainstream
success yet. If you are going
to download one song from this
album, make it this one. You
won't be disappointed.
"Dreams" has a rock and roll
sound, but an acoustic feel. It
is an upbeat song that inspires
and uplifts. "Looking Out"
is folksy and country, but has
a great rhythm. The beat at
the beginning reminded me
of an approaching train (very
appropriate for Winona).
"Before It Breaks" was
depressing, to say the least.
It is very dark, with piano
reminiscent of Evanescence.
"Before it Breaks" is a powerful
song about a breakup, but is
anything but stereotypical.
Anyone who has ever sat in
a dark room listening to sad
music after a breakup will
identify. Breakup songs by
female artists are usually quite
formulaic, but this song is
anything but typical. There's
no pop influence in this song.
Brandi Carlile's voice
sounds a little bit like Regina
Spektor. Raspy and powerful,
yet controlled and well trained,
the lyrics are given life and
soul through Carlile's unique
sound. If you are looking for
a song to do for karaoke, you
probably shouldn't try a Brandi
Carlile song unless you are a
trained professional and have
emergency staff on hand. Your
throat will thank you.
Carlile and a collaborator
wrote most of the songs, but
there are a few that are by other

people. She puts a lot of her
personal life into her songs
and lets her emotions flow
through her voice. The tone
of the whole album overall
is cheerful and positive,
even though there are a few
breakup songs.
"Give Up the Ghost" is
definitely worth checking
out. It is available on iTunes,
and is currently number
seven their most downloaded
albums. Her other albums
are available for downloads
on iTunes as well. Carlile
appeals to fans of a several
genres with her acoustic,
folksy, and country style of
music. "Give Up the Ghost"
will please old fans and new,
and at least one of the songs
will appeal to the average
listener. If Brandi Carlile is
demanding that we give her
a ghost, I would gladly hand
one over in exchange for the
great songs on this album.
Contact Katie at
KLBoone6555@winona.edu

©Google

Brandi Carlile's newest studio album, "Give Up the Ghost,"
switches easily between country, rock and folk genres.

If You Like Brandi Carlile, iTunes also recommends:
Missy Higgins

Ingrid Michaelson

Katharine McFee
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Indie zombie movie outshines mainstream
Jordan Corrigan

Winonan
So, the experiment continues.
Hopefully I've convinced
some of you to look beyond
the mainstream offerings of
the honor genre, which at this
point, are about as used up
and desiccated as the corpse
of Pamela Voorhees. This
week's offering, Dellamorte
Dellamore, comes to us by way
of Italy and director Michele
Soavi. Soavi, having honed
his directorial craft under
the tutelage of giallo-master
Dario Argento, also directed
the excellent horror flick "The
Church," and had a hand in
some of Argento's better films.
Dellamorte Dellamore differs
from many low-budget horror
movies in that it's got a fairly

recognizable actor, Rupert
Everett, in the lead. Everett
plays Francesco Dellamorte,
the caretaker of Buffalora
Cemetery, which has a rather
unfortnate problem. You see,
the dead tend to rise from their
graves in Buffalora, and it
falls to Dellamorte to dispatch
them. The opening scene, in
which Dellamorte receives a
phone call, only to cut it short
to open the door to his house,
dispatch a zombie businessman
with a rather large revolver,
then return to his business, is
hilarious in its execution, and
sets the tone for the rest of the
movie. Along with his mentally
handicapped assistant, Gnaghi,
Dellamorte dispatches the dead
of Buffalora time and time again
— it seems a meager existence,
as everyone he tells dismisses

What could you buy with
over $1,000?? That's how
much money you spend
on cigarettes
year alone.

The average cost of cigarettes
nears over $5 a pack (not including
tax) and the average.smoker buys a
pack every 2 clays._

-

When will you be spending
too much???
When you're ready to quit we are here to help. Contact WSU
Health Services to set up an appointment for consultation
507-457-5160
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his claims, and
he seems to have
no
emotional
attachments
—
until an amazingly
gorgeous woman
(referred to only as
"She" and played
by Anna Falchi)
arrives at the
cemetery to bury
her husband.
After
initially
insulting She by
assuming her
husband was her
father — simple
mistake, as he's
a septuagenarian
at least — their
relationship
improves when
Google
Dellamorte
mentions the In the Italian horror flick Dellamorte Dellamore, a cemetery caretaker and
cemetery has a his assistant battle zombie Boy Scouts and husbands while trying to win
marvelous ossuary. over their love interests.
Evidently, this is
timing, and Gnaghi is hilarious
quite possibly one
—
picture an Italian version of
of the most amazing pick up
the
Three Stooges' Curly, and
lines EVER, as about 5 minutes
you'll
have a pretty accurate
later they're having sex on her
picture.
husband's grave. And as luck
If you like horror comedies
would have it, her husband
reanimates at about that time, like Shaun of the Dead and Sam
giving She the lamest zombie Raimi's early work, you owe it
bite ever, somehow killing her. to yourself to see Dellamorte
Distraught, Dellamorte begins Dellamore — it's got a bit of
to see women who resemble something for everyone, and
She (and are all played by Anna it's not overly scary, so even
Falchi) as he loses his grip on those with no stomach for
reality. As in all good movies, horror could watch it pretty
this eventually spirals into comfortably.
an out of control climax and
Next week, the absurdity
resolution — but to tell more
would be spoiling some great continues with a review of
cinematic fun. Let's just say Sergio Martino's "Torso."
it involves a bus full of dead
boyscouts, the head of the town
mayor's daughter, pre-killing
the dead, and the existence of Contact Jordan at
JMCorrig6623@winona.edu
the rest of the world.
Aside from the admittedly,
and likely intentionally bad Zombies become a popular fixture in
story, the copious amounts of
Halloween movie season.
dark humor on display here are
amazing. The gore is a bit iffy, Zombieland — a humorous take on the zombie wasteland
and definitely showcases the genre. Though it's not Shaun of the Dead, it holds its own
limited budget, but everything
else about this flick is top- quite admirably with stellar performances from Woody
notch. Dellamorte Dellamore Harrelson and co. A surprise cameo midway through the
veers from physical comedy flick is absolute genius.
to black humor with perfect

GHOST

Continued from page 10

Her parents were among the
first residents of Winona,
arriving around 1857. They
owned a millinery shop which
Fort took over and ran until
,1932.
Louise Cooper moved
to Winona in 1923 after
she separated from her
husband. She worked in a
ladies fashions store and
eventually took up work as an
independent dressmaker. She
then worked for the Conrad
Fur Company as a finisher
until she retired in 1949.

Albert Wobig and partners
Henry Heller and Henry
Block developed the Spanish
Wrought Iron Railing in the
Peterson Company in 1921.
Albert's son Erwin and his
sons ran the shop until around
1997. It was sold in 1998 and
turned into a home.
Wilhelm Benz came to
Winona in 1867 and opened
a blacksmith shop in 1870.
After his death his son William
ran the business until 1951. In
1954 the shop was declared a
hazard and was razed.

Emil Leicht's father Joseph
began a German language
newspaper in 1881 titled the
"Westlincher Herold." In 1887
a literary Sunday German
language paper called the
"Winona" was added. Emil
took over the business after his
father's death and purchased
interest in a number of papers.
His son became the President
of the business in 1939 and ran
the business until 1968.
William Hardt of Hardt's
Music and Art Store bought
his first two stores in 1913. His

son Stanley started working
for the business in 1932 and
ran the store after his father's
death until 1980 when his
wife Katherine took over.
Merchants National Bank
bought the stores in 2003 and
turned them into an employee
parking lot in 2006.
Clark and Clinton Bailey
started Bailey and Bailey
Department Store around
1900. The store included
unique attributes including
an elevator and a ladies'
waiting room with easy
.

chairs, periodicals and writing
materials. After Clinton died in
1936, Clark ran the store with
his son Luther until it closed in
1964.
George Williams opened
Williams Book and Stationary
Store in 1914. In 1923 it
expanded to include a printing
business and sometime later
merged with Homer J. Watson
to form the Watson-Williams
Printing Company.

Contact Molly at
MSchelper07@winona.edu

Accounts from Academicians
(noun) ac-a-de-mi-cianl,a-ke-de-imi-shen

An academic; intellectual

By Christina McDaniel
Photos by Fred Schulze/VVinonan

What movie are you dying to see in the next few months?
Lyndsey Voss
Freshman
White Bear Lake, Minn.

/Veto Moon" ZecauSe Z`/?e
one waS good and .L'A-7 excieed
See what 17639penS ehe ,.7)(--e one.

Briana Dankers
Freshman
Lake City, Minn.

Anthony Arko
Freshman
White Bear Lake, Minn.

;nec,

di'pe

a really good
gp;c".

Shauna Speedling
Sophmore
Kellogg, Minn.

and ehePe's
coni;n3 ozie

Jake Larcom
Sophomore
St. Croix Falls, Wisc.

Harrison Pollack
Sophomore
La Crosse Wisc.

Coup/eS ,Ceet-eae Zeae..eSe ;es..5 a
Zecause I'm a Can c)C
coAledy,
and the type c that
the Z.f>ok,5 Edward %.5 hog` and Jac.06
had to put 017 30 /Z. . off' /na5C./ t..)17>/ toozikl /;3/1een the mood.
1/

/Veto Moon

don'e Pea//y knot...) Lohae's ...c./n;n3 out'
Zec_ause X work cu// e;nie Sc, X don 'r gee
to watch eelev;s;on and See pt-eVez4.).5.

Coup/eS 42eet-ecze" I' enjoyed l7; ne_e 1,7au31-7ns
mov;e5 such as /Jedd;n3 Crashers so I s Al
a5szim;n5 he d;d a Icne Job e...);e17 tip's one.

wouldn 't you want` to 3c) See Mae?!
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Joe Martinez encourages students to seize the day
Gabby Keegan

What's the Deal With....
Who are the Hmong?

Winonan

Kham Moua

October is Hispanic Heritage
Month. In spirit of that, Joe
Martinez came to Winona State
University last Monday to
speak to students about some
of his life experiences, starting
with his early childhood in El
Salvador to his current job
acting on the daytime soap
opera "All My Children."
"You cannot give any
excuses, you have so many
opportunities," Martinez told
his audience.
Martinez began the story of
his life by saying that he grew
up not knowing his father, and
was raised by only his mother
after they moved from El
Salvador to America. He set a
long series of goals for himself
to follow. Among them: to
achieve the American dream
and become a professional
football player after college.
Martinez described all of
the roadblocks that got in the
way of those goals and dreams
which eventually led him to
join the Army after graduating
high school. He was deployed
the same year, at age 19, and
was stationed in northern Iraq
in 2003.
Martinez had the job of
bringing soldiers from area
to area while avoiding the
dangers of the foreign terrain.
Martinez said his worst fear
overseas had always been to
run into a landmine. Martinez
said on one mission, as he and
his passengers were discussing
Purple Hearts, a landmine
exploded. This threw the three
other soldiers out of the vehicle
and severely burned 40 percent
of Martinez's body.
Upon first seeing him, it is
noticeable that Martinez has
some burn damage on his face
and is missing an ear. At 26

Winonan

Jake Rajewsky/VVinonan
Motivational speaker J.R. Martinez gives a motivational
speech on Oct. 5 at Winona State University. Martinez
suffered burns to over 40 percent of his body when he was
in the U.S. Army.

years old, Martinez underwent to set goals for themselves and
32 surgeries over a 34-month said that roadblocks should not
period.
stop you from getting to a goal.
After using his experience to
When asked if he would
empathize with other wounded rather be serving as a soldier,
soldiers, Martinez decided to Martinez said, "My scars are
be a motivational speaker and my uniform. My words are my
share his story with whoever weapon. I am making a bigger
would listen. "I think I was difference now than I ever
kept in this world to share my would have."
experience with others," he
said.
Martinez received a Purple Contact Gabby at
Heart, which is given to those GKeegan06@winona.edu
wounded or killed while
serving in the Armed Forces.
In addition to speaking, he
is now an actor on All My
Children.
"It is amazing how you don't
know what you are capable of
until you are faced with it,"
Martinez said.
Martinez encouraged students
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This week, Kao Kalia
Yang, the author of The
Latehomecomer, will be
coming to Winona State
University. In anticipation for
her arrival, many things will
be happening on campus that
relate to the Hmong: a Hmong
student panel, a dinner with
Kao Kalia Yang on Tuesday,
along with her presentation, a
presentation by Dr. Zha Blong,
and a small display center on
the Hmong on Wednesday.
It's strange that people are just
starting to take a look at this
group of people indigenous to
southern China and Southeast
Asia. I mean, they're just a
group of barbarians from the
east that came here to rob
Americans of our rightful,
God-given jobs and live off of
welfare, right? We should've
placed some attention on them
earlier so we could've figured
out what kind of problem they
would become. And what is
Hmong? Are they Mongolian?
Is that some sort of food?
Actually, no, that's not right.
It always amazes me how little
Americans know about the
Hmong, especially because of
the roles that my grandfathers
played during the Vietnam
War that went unreported to all
but those directly tied to their
deaths. The Hmong: we're
not barbarians, nor are we
Mongolians. We are Hmongnomadic hill peoples believed
to have lived in China before
we migrated to the hills of
Southeast Asia. We lost our
script long ago, so our language
is spoken and composed
solely of monosyllabic words
strung together; it wasn't
until the 1950s when French
missionaries came to Indochina
that we gained a written script
based on the Roman alphabet.
We fought; my grandfathers
fought for western ideals
when they picked up guns and

intercepted the Khmer Rouge.
My grandfathers kept fighting
even when the American
government realized that they
couldn't achieve their many
objectives in Vietnam. And
my grandfathers still fought
after the Americans pulled out
their troops, and Vietnam fell
and became a communist state.
We fought for democracy, and
when the people we helped
abandoned us, we fought for
our lives.
Our history is entwined
with America's foreign policy
mistakes and is a consequence
of attempting to subvert the
spread of communism. The
Hmong are a people with an
incredible history and culture
tainted with the blood of their
relatives crossing the Mekong
River in order to survive when
they were being persecuted
by the Pathet Lao for their
involvement in the Vietnam
War. My parents crossed that
deep and dangerous river
because my grandfathers
fought; they crossed in the
middle of the night amid a
hailstorm of bullets so that
they could live. My parents,
my grandparents, my people,
we have a right to be here in
the United States. We lost our
homes and our families when
we were coerced into helping
the Americans. My family's
only option was America, a
place where they could start
anew.
So, who are the Hmong?
We are a proud people
indigenous to southern China
and Southeast Asia. We are
a proud people living in the
United States building our lives
from the bottom up. We are a
proud people who have been
kept hidden from the pages of
American history books, and
now, at last, our story is being
told.
Contact Kham at
KMoua06@winona.edu

Calle Sur plays annual concert for International Music Series

Rory O'Driscoll/Winonan
Karen Stein, right, and Edgar East perform as the band Calle Sur on Thursday in the Art Tye Lounge. Calle Sur performs at
Winona State every year, as part of the International Music Series. Stein is from Colombia and East is from Panama. Together
they perform traditional music from South and Central America.
IMPORTANT NOTICE:All Students Living off Campus Next Year

No ATM Fees For You!
On CamouL

we your Merchants Bank Check Card at the ATMs
1°,11,1 in clt her Kry-ako Commons or Lourdes Hall, you
wilf not he charged an ATM fee from Merchants Bank,
,nd 6,,n refund the foreign ATM fee you're charged!

Any Kwik Trio Location

Get Fee Free Cash when you use your Merchants Bank Check
Card at any Kwik Hip or Kwik Star location —
you will not be charged an ATM feel

$10 Gift Card
Merchants Hank with a $50 minimum opening deposit.*

A'rwm Kw/x
Tv. Snip.
STORES

The Bank that Service Built

FREE FLATSCREEN TELEVISION

INCLUDED IN ALL UNITS!!!

Downtown
102 List laird Slreet
I:07)457.119-1

Cosodylew
4124 Sinn Street
(507) 157.1121

www.rnerchanhbank.com

Contact Jenna Cameron at

STORES

Apply online at www.merchantsbank.com or visit one of our convenient locations.

Bank

• housing.

Want your ad to run in the Winonan?

Mention thin ad to receive a $10 Kwik Trip gift card when you open your
new Student Checking Account or any Personal Checking Account al

,,ltd'' Merchants

Rent This Space!!!!

• First-Time Offering - Private Dormitory Building Adjacent to WSU. 117 Mark.
• Perfect for your sorority, fraternity, club or for you and for anyone living on campus.
• Enjoy the location and camaraderie of Main Campus housing with the comfort,
• privacy, spaciousness, freedom. convenience AND COST SAVINGS of off-campus

Lakeside
627 Mankato Avenue
(507)457.9300

CALL 507-454-4444 WinanaStudentHousing.cinn

JCCamero5034@winona.edu

• Modern, spacious, efficient 20 bedroom small private dorm
• less than 100 yards from new WSU library.
• All available rooms are SINGLE occupancy with your own bedroom door lock.
• Each unit has 2 full bathrooms, full kitchen and garbage disposal.
• Central air conditioning and heating thermostat In each unit.
• FREE, private washer and dryer IN EACH UNIT. FREE parking lot adjacent to WSU.

$449 per month INCLUDING ALL UTILITIES! SAVE HUNDREDS
of DOLLARS off the cost of all campus dormitories' Also less expensive than East-

• Price per student:

lake for a private room. Cable TV and High Speed Internet Included!
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WSU freshman takes NSIC Player of Week two consecutive weeks
Ali Carlson
Winonan

Contributed photo by Chops Hancock
Winona State University's Curtis Dewberry gets past an Upper Iowa University defender during
Saturday's game in Iowa.
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The Winona State Warriors
added another win to' the
record books after defeating
Upper Iowa University on
Oct. 10 in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference.
The Warriors took the win
46-9.
Freshman placekicker, Billy
Emanuel, scored a single-game
school record 16 points.
Emanuel also tied a singlegame school record with four
field goals and connected on
four of five extra point kicks in
his 16 points.
Emanuel was also named
NSIC Special Teams Player
of the Week for the second
consecutive week.
Another key player to the
game against UIU was senior
quarterback, Greg Preston,
who threw 350 yards and two
touchdowns on 19 completions
in 30 attempts.
Preston's 350 yard game
was the seventh highest singlegame passing yardage in WSU
history.
On the receiving end of the
passes were Derrick Engel and
Curtis Dewberry, each having
four catches for the Warriors.
Engle finished the game
with 99 yards receiving, while
Dewberry finished with 46
yards receiving and completing
one touchdown.
The Warriors outgained the
UIU Peacocks 615-197, as
the Warriors finished with 441
yards passing and also 174
rushing yards.
Rayon
Simmons
was
Winona's leading rusher with
73 yards on 15 attempts. On
those attempts he had two twoyard rushing scores.
"We played well on Saturday.

I was pleased with the win on
the road," said Co-Offensive
Coordinator Bruce Carpenter.
Defensively, Pete Langehan
led the Warriors with eight
tackles on three solo and five
assisted tackles.
Lucas Wolfe and Tyler
Prekette each added
interception for the Warriors,
who capitalized on three of
the four UIU turnovers for 13
.points.
According to Carpenter, one
of the things that the Warriors
are working to improve upon
after Saturday's game is
converting touchdowns.
"We will be working on that
area so we dont have to end up
kicking fieldgoals instead," he
said.
Concluding Saturday's game,
Greg Preston, quarterback, was
named as Offensive Player of
the Week, Chauncey Charlson,
defensive end, was named as
defensive player of the week.
Also adding to the players of
the week was Chad Cheek, who
was named the special teams
player of the week.
The Warriors will host
Wayne State College at 1 p.m.
on Saturday.
Wayne State currently holds
a record of 5-2 this season and
Winona State is coming into
the game with the same record.
"We are going to see a
challenge on both sides of the
ball," said Carpenter. "We are
preparing to be mentally as well
as physically ready to play."
Coach Tom Sawyer will
again have his "WSU Football
Luncheon" this Thursday at
noon, and will preview the
game against Wayne State.

Contact Ali Carlson at
ACCcarlson09@winona.edu
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Aces on the volleyball court
Hometown: Naperille, Ill.
Major: Elem. Education

0

0

ea

Why did you decide to play at
Winona?
I think the campus and the
opportunity to continue playing at
a competitive level.
What is the most challenging
part of the game?
It is staying strong mentally. The
game is so fast that you can't
allow one mistake to effect the
next play.

Hometown: Milwaukee, Wis.
Major: Athletic Training
Why did you decide to play at
Winona?
I felt like DII volleyball and
Winona State were a good fit for
me as a student athlete.
What is the most challenging
part of the game?
The entire mental aspect of the
game.

Any traditions that you have to
get ready for a game?
I love putting on music with the
team in the locker room before
matches.
Role Model: My parents. They
have supported me and I really
appreciate them. As far as
volleyball, my sister Brittany is
a huge role model. She played
at Northern Michigan and was a
great leader on her team.

Any traditions that you have to
get ready for a game?
Say a small prayer then I usually
listen to music in the locker room
with the girls.
The Kristina Boque pre-game
variety show is the best part.
Role Model: My mom.
She is one of the most passionate
and selfless people there is. She's
a mentor and best friend.

Advice to future players?
Enjoy every minute on the court,
it goes by fast. Also you wont
remember the wins and losses but
the great times you had with your
teammates.
Highlight from the
season:
Going to five games with UM D,
even though we didn't come out
with a win.

Advice to future players?
Don't take the time here for
granted. It flies by. Enjoy your
teammates and get the most out of
your experience so you don't look
back saying "What if?"
Highlight from the
season:
Hard to say. The season isnt over
yet.

What do you plan to do after
graduation?
Grad School.
Hometown: Mosinee, Wis.
Major: Nursing

O
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Why did you decide to play at
Winona?
I knew I wanted to play and go to
school for nursing so I checked
out Winona. They had an amazing
campus and amazing nursing
program. It all kind of worked.
What is the most challenging
part of the game?
Everything. One thing isn't
working it effects all the parts of
the game.

Any traditions that you have to
get ready for a game?
I always wear a bow in my hair
for the games. It is just something
I do.

Highlight from the
season:
Michigan Tech game when we
came back from being down two
games to none.

Role Model: My mom.
She is such as strong woman.

Favorite food?
Love pasta.

What do you plan to do after
you graduate?
I hope to get a job back home.

Comments on reast of season:
We are getting better and are
seeing new things start. It's
exciting when things start clicking
and become more consistant.
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Serving from the sidelines
Neal Mundahl
Cross Country _
Neal Mundahl, cm ,
country coach at Win
State University, is in h
season as men's cros
coach and 13th season for the
women's team.
During the 1.
season

Mundahl was names Coach of
the Year in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference,
after leading the Warriors for:
tie for third in NSIC.
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year in a row the the NSIC
ors claimed the NSIC
In 1998 t
dividual Champion.
named the N
For the second time, Winona In 1997 and
advanced to the NCAA Division was twice name
II Central/Great Lakes Regional Coach of the Year. In this'
where they finished 6th. year span Newberry coach
Newberry earned his second Warriors to All-N§N
consecutive NSIC Coach of the
In 2
AV%•erry
Year award.
is 3rd NSIC C
Before becoming men's head
the Year award aft
golf coach of the Warriors, he
iors finished the N
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Erika Vail
Women's Golf
Erika Vail is in her first
season as the women's head
golf coach at Winona State
University.
This season as head coach,
Vail led the Warriors to a third
place finish in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
in 2008-09.
The Warriors advanced
to the NCAA Super Region
Three Tournament where they
tied for fifth.
Before being named the head
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Vail has numerous
top 10 finishes in her' 4 olfip
career both collegiately and%
amateur events.
e has been running and
„4,
various golf events
►am

8
hel
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W
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which won th
NSIC Championship.
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inning the
championship
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In 2001 Vail earned her third
straight All-NSIC award after
finishing in second in the NSIC
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Following that, Mundahl
earned his Master's of
fence degree in Biological
es from Michigan
kcal University in
1 would go
octorate in
from IVriadti of Ohio
Universi gY.
professor
epartment
mona State University
while residing in Winona
with his wife Sue and their
children Erik and Darcy.

Newberry earned a Ph.D
in Management Sciences
from the University of
Wisconsin Milwaukee in
1997. He graduated from the
University of Wisconsin La
Crosse in 1979 with a Master
f Business Administration.
ewberry earned a Bachelor
Science from the
sity of Wisconsin La
1978.
teaches
al Selling, Sales
ement, Market
g and Principles of
at Winona State.

ec
Unit/

e Laboratory
Winona State

,has been published
tleic Acid Research
al and has written
grants accepted by
tional Institutes of
and the United States
artment of Agriculture
for funding on various
research proposals.
Vail lives in Winona, MN
with her husband John and
their son John Jr.
Contact Ali Carlson at
ACCarlson09@winona.edu

WSU Bike Station Grand Opening

Thursday, October 15, 4:00 pm

South side of Lucas Hall,
Basement entrance (near Kryzsko's Huff St. entrance
Bloedow's cookies, bike chain oil, and bike fire air
will be available.

Winterize your bike!
• October/November hours for the Bike Station:
MWF: 12:00 - 2:00; T/R: 12:00-4:00
• The Bike Station is a place for students to come to get help maintaining and repairing their bikes.
• The Bike Station has oil for bike chains, air for bike tires, and tools for
fixing bikes.
Bike Station Sponsors: Environmental Sustainability Committee, the
Environmental Club, the WSU Foundation, Parking Services, and Student Life and Development
•••••,0
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